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CXI has partnered with two standouts in the
cryptocurrency space - Cyclebit and CEX.IO - to
give you the easiest way to get Bitcoin and Ether
cryptocurrencies.
CXI’s cryptocurrency services are provided
by CEX.IO Corp., a regulated cryptocurrency
exchange. The CEX.IO group started in 2013
and has served more than 3 million customers
worldwide with zero customer’s funds lost.
Cyclebit allows for the simple issuance of
cryptocurrency on a Tangem card. Cyclebit
processes a million transactions a month with all
data encrypted with PCI DSS standards.

Bitcoin and Ether
How did we make it so easy?
A braintrust of three companies decided
there should be an easier and faster way to
safely access cryptocurrency in person.
From foreign to digital, CXI is your trusted
source for currencies.

6675 Westwood Blvd
Orlando, Florida 32821
888-998-3948
www.cxifx.com

The Easiest
Place to Get Your
Cryptocurrency

BUYING CRYPTO
IS AS EASY AS 1, 2, 3

WHAT IS CRYPTO?
Cryptocurrencies are digital currencies that use
cryptography for security. Bitcoin and Ether,
two types of cryptocurrencies, aren’t issued
and maintained by any central authority or
government. Instead, they’re facilitated on a
public database called a Blockchain. Records
on a Blockchain are validated and encrypted for
every account and transaction made. Similar to
gas prices, Bitcoin and Ether can change a lot
over time as supply and demand go up and down.

USE CRYPTO TO
Seamlessly transfer money
Pay for goods and services

Securely store value
Transact globally with one currency
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More than 15,000 businesses
$
worldwide accept Bitcoin

complicated experience, so we have made it as
simple as possible.
CXI offers a convenient, concierge experience
with a teller ready to help. This is a secure,
trusted way to get your digital currency.
No uploading your ID online
No providing bank account details

MANAGING CRYPTO

Diversify how you hold money
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We know purchasing cryptocurrencies can be a
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©Currency Exchange$International, Corp. (“CXI”) All product names
and brands are property of their respective owners. The information
in this brochure is for informational purposes only and is subject to
change without notice. CXI does not provide investment advice or
guarantee any gains in value. Cryptocurrencies may lose value. See
teller for full terms and conditions.

No setting up a virtual wallet
No searching for answers all on your own

When you purchase cryptocurrency at a CXI
branch, you will receive it on a Tangem card. This
secure hardware is your crypto wallet and allows
you to pay merchants accepting crypto. With an
NFC-enabled phone, you can verify your balance
€
and extract your assets if you want to move them
to another wallet. Treat your Tangem card like
cash. If the card is lost or destroyed, access to
your funds is gone.
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Bring your ID and cash or card for
payment.
Buy up to $1,000 per day from our
branch locations.
Your Bitcoin or Ether are loaded on your
£
Tangem card!
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Get Bitcoin in less than 10
minutes at one
of our retail
$
locations.

Download the Tangem App to check your balance
or extract your digital assets.
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www.cxifx.com/locations

